Report for: Sally Student

You tend to offer practical solutions to problems and are often wary of unique or unusual ideas.
Sometimes, your realistic approach is quite helpful, but it is also good to think outside the box on
occasion. Because you are so pragmatic, your classmates may think your ideas are somewhat
limited. Some may even believe that you are hindering growth.

Suggestion: The next time someone suggests a creative idea in class, try to keep an open mind. Do
not dismiss the unusual ideas of others too quickly. When you are approaching a group task, talk
through every idea thoroughly, even if you don’t think a suggestion is realistic. Be sure to ask
classmates who offer unique ideas to explain them in detail so that you fully understand their
reasoning. Identify assignments that require forward thinking, strategic thinking and innovation.
Take courses in creativity or innovation. Select school project topics that will require a unique
perspective or solution.
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Familiarize yourself with techniques that stimulate creative thinking.
Volunteer to work on jobs that are difficult and that present a challenge to you.
Listen to others' ideas; suspend quick judgments about ideas (say, "Tell me more. I would like
to hear what you have to say"); solicit the ideas of others by showing interest in what they
have to say.
Develop an interest in creative expression by visiting museums, art shows and musical events;
acquire objects that will help you appreciate talented self-expression.
Read "The Seeds of Innovation: Cultivating the Synergy That Fosters New Ideas" by Elaine
Dundon.
Read "Lateral Thinking" by Edward de Bono.

Decisiveness

|

Score: 2

You are excessively careful when making decisions. This behavior is good in the sense that you won’t
take extreme or unwise risks. However, if you are overly cautious, you might miss deadlines or fail to
make important choices during your school years.

Suggestion: Set up a meeting with one of the academic counselors at the universities you plan on
visiting. Find a mentor or advisor in your major who will push you to make the hard choices and who
won’t allow you to procrastinate. In classes, take the lead on a group project where you will be
required to make decisions that will impact the entire group.
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Read "How to Speak, How to Listen" by Mortimer J. Adler.
Ask yourself the question, "What does freedom really mean if I leave the decision-making to
someone else?"
Read "Smart Choices: A Practical Guide to Making Better Decisions" by John S. Hammond,
Ralph L. Keeney and Howard Raiffa.

Learning

|

Score: 2

When a friend or classmate suggests an idea, you often indicate that you already knew about the
idea; this sometimes rubs people the wrong way. If you do this often, your peers may come to see
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